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Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
An administrator makes a configuration change on a Mobility
Master (MM) that causes a Managed Controller
to lose connectivity with the MM. The MC attempts auto
roll-back, but this fails.
How should the administrator recover from this problem?
A. Reboot the MC to force auto-roll back to occur.
B. Access the CLI of the MC and identify the previous
configuration file the MC should use.
C. Access the CLI of the MC and execute the no command to
revert the changes.
D. Access the CLI of the MC, execute the disaster-recovery
command, and undo the changes.
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which two statements are true about AAA? (Choose two.)
A. AAA can be used to authenticate the enable password with a
AAA server.
B. If RADIUS is the only method configured in AAA, and the
server becomes unreachable, the user will be able to log in to
the router using a local username and password.
C. If the local keyword is not included and the AAA server does
not respond, then authorization will never be possible and the
connection will fail.
D. AAA can use RADIUS, TACACS+, or Windows AD to authenticate
users.
Answer: A,C
Explanation:
AAA can be used to authenticate user login and the enable
passwords.
Example 1: Same Exec Authentication Methods for All Users
Once authenticated with:
aaa authentication login default group radius local
All users who want to log in to the access server have to be
authorized using Radius (first method)
or local database (second method).
We configure:
aaa authorization exec default group radius local
Note. On the AAA server, Service-Type=1 (login) must be
selected.

Note. With this example, if the local keyword is not included
and the AAA server does not respond, then authorization will
never be possible and the connection will fail.
Reference:
http://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/support/docs/security-vpn/terminal
-access-controlleraccess-control-system-tacacs-/10384-security.
html

NEW QUESTION: 4
After creating a NBU-Catalog type backup policy, an
administrator receives the following message:
Which two options are available to an administrator to ensure
the DR file is available for future use?
(Select two.)
A. ensure the NetBackup catalog is on a non-root volume
B. configure a valid email address of the administrator in the
Send email option
C. configure Auto Image Replication to send the DR file to a
remote master server
D. ensure the folder DR file is on a non-root volume
E. ensure the DR file is created on a volume other than the
NetBackup volume
Answer: A,E
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